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The technologies for real-time multimedia transmission and immersive 3D gaming applications are rapidly
emerging, posing challenges in terms of performance, security, authentication, data privacy, and encoding.
The communication channel for these multimedia applications must be secure and reliable from network
attack vectors and data-contents must employ strong encryption to preserve privacy and confidentiality.
Towards delivering secure multimedia application environment for 5G networks, we propose an SDN/NFV
(Software-Defined-Networking/Network-Function-Virtualization) framework called STREK, which attempts
to deliver highly adaptable Quality-of-Experience (QoE), Security, and Authentication functions for multidomain Cloud to Edge networks. The STREK architecture consists of a holistic SDNFV dataplane, NFV servicechaining and network slicing, a lightweight adaptable hybrid cipher scheme called TREK, and an open RESTful
API for applications to deploy custom policies at runtime for multimedia services. For multi-domain/small-cell
deployments, the key-generation scheme is dynamic at flow/session-level, and the handover authentication
scheme uses a novel method to exchange security credentials with the Access Points (APs) of neighborhood
cells. This scheme is designed to improve authentication function during handover with low overhead, delivering the 5G ultra-low latency requirements. We present the experiments with both software and hardwarebased implementations and compare our solution with popular lightweight cryptographic solutions, standard
open source software, and SDN-based research proposals for 5G multimedia. In the microbenchmarks, STREK
achieves smaller hardware, low overhead, low computation, higher attack resistance, and offers better network performance for multimedia streaming applications. In real-time multimedia use-cases, STREK shows
greater level of quality distortion for multimedia contents with minimal encryption bitrate overhead to deliver data confidentiality, immunity to common cryptanalysis, and significant resistance to communication
channel attacks, in the context of low-latency 5G networks.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In recent years, multimedia applications and online streaming traffic have been rapidly developing across both wired and wireless cellular networks. A plethora of rich multimedia applications is
being deployed over various wireless networks such as 5G, Narrowband IoT [1]. The researchers
forecast [2] a massive explosion of multimedia content consuming more than 90% network bandwidth in world-wide network infrastructures. The multimedia streaming services may represent
up to 50% of global network traffic. The emerging paradigms in cellular and wireless networking
technologies, such as 5G, MEC, SDN, NFV, Software Defined-WAN (SD-WAN) and Cloud Radio
Access Network (Cloud-RAN) are deployed to scale multi-folds, deliver high-speed and low latencies for mobility, and be resilient to cyberattacks. Many of the new-age digital content distribution
and multimedia services (e.g., Video on Demand, Interactive 3D, 4k/8k ultra-high-definition video,
immersive gaming media, e-learning, virtual and augmented reality platforms) are expected to
dominate the traffic in future networking infrastructures. This will raise unprecedented demands
for blazing speeds, lower latencies, availability, and seamless mobility from the infrastructure
providers [4]. The emerging networks and advanced computer vision applications pose new challenges for securing multimedia applications, communication channel, and content, as they pervade
rapidly over the always-on ubiquitous Internet. Though the multimedia interactive and content
distribution applications offer high quality of experience and ease of usability, security, privacy,
and confidentiality of data are major concerns lacking trustworthy solutions [5]. The modern-day
Content-Delivery-Network (CDN) service providers overlay the rich multimedia communication
protocols on less secure underlay, which consists of an insecure and open network or the public
Internet. So, the onus is on the content sender(s) that the packets are safely transmitted, and the receiver(s) can reconstruct the original content without any interception and unauthorized access to
the contents. The challenges are more so for the multimedia content in social media, as it may involve a breach of privacy and content alteration and so on. The common authentication techniques
are watermarking, encryption, streaming, and hashing. The present public internet infrastructure
carries heavily volatile network traffic, which poses new challenges and new dynamically adapting mechanisms are to be put in vantage points to deliver a smooth multimedia experience to
clients/applications. To this end, the new SDN architecture with a programmable control, centralized with a global topology, separate forwarding (Dataplane), routing (Control plane), and OpenFlow
[5] protocol is promising and expected to be widely adopted in production systems as well.
There has been very active research for developing enabling technologies and networking architectures, implementations of standard protocols in the field of 5G. We need more focused investigations to be done by the applications community in terms of adapting the application deployments to the emerging network softwarization and virtualization models (SDNFV) and improve the
QoE and resource utilization, security, especially in the multimedia-rich digitally interconnected
smart environment. The simplified traffic management, dynamic reconfiguration of policies and
control, seamless mechanisms and interface for applications to get feedback from the real network for end-to-end visibility enables to alter logic or paths, especially in the 5G infrastructures.
In the highly interconnected world of smart things, new paradigms such as Multimedia Internet of Things (MIoT) [7] consist of a farm of video cameras, surveillance monitors, microphones,
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Fig. 1. SDN/NFV enabled modern network architecture [40].

and IoT sensors/actuators. The MIoT architecture can provide a plethora of services and the communication channel and data transmitted have to be secure from network attacks such as jamming, MITM, and eavesdropper attacks. The MIoT applications, multimedia devices, and networks
have limited capabilities and to facilitate security and QoE services in a smart environment, only
lightweight mechanisms are practical instead of traditional heavyweight approaches. The MIoT
and 5G-compliant devices cannot meet the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST,
US)-recommended security compliance requirements, and the service providers cannot deliver the
guaranteed QoS/E to the end-users. To this end, the emergence of lightweight crypto algorithms
has solved the major constraints to some level and still offer reasonable security. Future infrastructures for 5G, Industry4.0, Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN), Clouds are expected to be softwaredefined to orchestrate the traffic and to shape the dynamic requirements of the network. MEC
model [8] originated from the European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) with the
notion of application processing to the edge, closer to end-user devices. As this model got adopted
by mobile network operators (MNOs), due to the proliferation of diverse devices IoT/smart sensors/smartphones, the advantages of this model extended beyond conventional cellular networks.
Such localized processing of services will significantly reduce the latency, delay, or failures on
the WAN and enhance resource utilization, customer experience, and end-to-end performance of
the 5G networks. A conceptual model for integrating the SDNFV technologies into a large-scale
modern network is illustrated in Figure 1. The network consists of various layers with the radio
access network (RAN) as the key layer interconnecting the uplink layer (Internet) through a series
of glue-layers, comprising gateway layer, the relevant SDN controlling software, switches, and a
coordination layer between them. These layers delineate the RAN front-haul and backhaul. The
central SDN orchestrator deployed in an edge node (with higher capability) controls the operations, security, and service requirements of the entire network. The main objective of the MNOs is
to deliver services closer to customers such as IoT smart applications, streaming, Virtual Reality,
and on-demand services. The MNOs employ multi-access edge infrastructure and content hosting
strategies that can provide low-latency and location-based services closer to the subscribers.
The Network slicing is one of the key features offered by 5G technologies and brings about
great improvements to network resource management and optimization. Some include: (a) logical
networks with customized resource allocation perform better than one-size-fits-all; (b) scaling the
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Fig. 2. Convergence of emerging paradigms.

service requirements coordinated based on usage (radio resources, switching bandwidth) and User
Plane programmability; (c) isolation of the network resources among various slices increases the
reliability and security of each slice; (d) to share physical infrastructure with multiple virtual disjoint networks. In a modern vehicular network architecture, considering the mobile characteristics
of the connected vehicles, location-enabled smart devices, and end-User Equipment (UEs/mobiles),
it is expected to deliver an optimal content acquisition and session continuity during the transition from one cell to another cell. The authentication and key management are challenging in 5G
mobile networks, as there is constant mobility of subscribers and mobiles roam between small
cells. So, the frequent leaving/joining of mobile users lead to busy session transition and handover
protocol processing and consequently the latencies to apps.
The demands of modern applications in terms of privacy, security, and QoS/E parameters such
as high bandwidth, low latency and jitter, context awareness, and mobility support are realized
by utilizing emerging advanced networking paradigms such as SDN, SD-WAN, and NFVs. There
are other aspects including management, control, virtualization, and integration with orchestrator
provided by the MEC. (ETSI [8]). The NFV and SDN softwarized/virtualized networks are emerging
to be the enabling technologies for future applications. The 5G networks, IoT Applications, MEC
and Cloud services are leading to converged architectures (Figure 2). The ETSI specifies MEC as
a network service or chain of network functions that can be deployed as an application in virtual
machines/platforms or middleboxes. This SDNFV model provides a standard process to manage the
entire life cycle of MEC services and a flexible dynamically programmable network. The research
community has proposed reference architectures for enabling SDNFV in multimedia application
networks [6]. From the literature survey, we studied the time, memory, and space complexity
of various popular lightweight crypto ciphers. The advantageous methods of some ciphers were
combined to form a new lightweight symmetric block cipher named TREK, specifically designed for
5G and IoT networks, which consist of high-speed forwarding elements and resource-constrained
end-user devices. The proposed security scheme employs a simple dynamic key generation method
that is computed from other fields of the packet header in network packet streams, variable session
key, and hence this scheme is robust to modern attacks compared to other static-key based ciphers.
In this article, we focus on the security of the future 5G that is going to be developed from the
integration of lightweight dynamically adaptable cryptographic cipher mechanism, applicationaware dataplane fabric, and global authentication/orchestration controller to manage the security,
as well as the QoE scheme. We propose a framework called STREK (SDN enabled TREK security
scheme), which is designed to consider and optimize on multiple aspects simultaneously including
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monitoring, attack detection, network bandwidth management, data protection on communication channel in the Edge to Cloud networks. We also claim that our solution is one of the first
SDNFV-based dynamic adaptable cipher security schemes for multimedia applications in IoT and
5G networks.
Some major contributions in this article are:
• We integrate our novel application-aware dataplane (DTARS [24, 25]) and secure SDN
framework (VARMAN [42, 43]), from our prior works into 5G/IoT architecture to define
a symmetrical, secure, and responsive communication channel at the edge MEC/Edge network for multimedia applications.
• Proposes a new multi-tiered Cloud-to-Edge-to-Things_to_AP/UE distributed TREK security
scheme and network function management architecture for 5G infrastructure.
• Presents a new scalable distributed lightweight symmetric block cipher security scheme
called TREK
• In 5G small cell multi-domain deployments, our novel group authentication scheme uses a
prediction-based multicast method to install/update the keys on the Access Points (APs) of
neighborhood cells, improving authentication efficiency during handover, avoiding unnecessary latency due to session re-establishment and fulfilling the 5G latency requirements.
• Network slicing, QoE-aware SDN design are enabled for 5G applications.
• A library of dynamically loadable Virtual Network Functions (VNFs) implements coordinated multimedia services and API for applications to dynamically enforce policies.
We show that our SDNFV-based STREK provides a greater level of quality distortion for multimedia contents without any encryption bitrate overhead. The SDN-enabled multimedia network
delivers fairness in QoS to multimedia clients, and the encrypted communication channel is immune to static cryptanalysis, resistant to communication channel MITM, Jamming, Replay attacks,
and adaptable for any media content. The multimedia and other advanced 5G applications can utilize the northbound APIs and SDN specific OpenFlow API/TREK SDK to programmatically define
security and QoS policies, even at runtime.
The rest of the article is organized as follows: Section 2 gives a background of enabling technologies like 5G, IoT, Multimedia, challenges, and an overview of some popular works that addressed
Security and QoE in 5G/Edge networks. Section 3 proposes our novel architecture and solution
framework. Section 4 discusses the implementation. Section 5 presents the experiments and performance evaluation, Section 6 discusses the results, and Section 7 concludes this article.
2

BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

We provide a background to the enabling technologies for 5G networks and an overview of the
challenges in 5G security. We discuss the relevant publications that addressed some issues in Quality of Experience (QoE) and the challenges in securing communication channel for multimedia
applications, in the context of 5G/RAN/IoT modern networks. We also make a case for the role of
lightweight cryptographic methods and enabling SDN to solve some of the hard problems in these
ultra-low latency networks.
2.1 5G Security Architecture
We present an overview of the security issues in 5G deployments. Figure 3 provides a schematic
view of the 5G architecture and depicts major security elements that are considered in the interconnected MEC and Centralized Cloud control model. The security automation that can manage
holistically the overall orchestration of policies from applications to cloud to fine-grained edge
level access control is the key requirement for future networks. The attack vectors in 5G networks
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Fig. 3. Major elements of 5G security architecture.

Fig. 4. Attacks in 5G networks: (a) Eavesdrop (b) Jamming (c) D-DoS (d) M-I-T-M [10].

are passive attacks (e.g., eavesdropping and traffic analysis, data confidentiality disclosure, user’s
privacy violations) and active attacks (e.g., man-in-the-middle (MITM), replay, Denial-of-Service
(DoS) attacks). The two main approaches to defend these communication-channel attacks are
through cryptography with new lightweight ciphers and physical layer security (PLS). In Figure 4,
we illustrate the common attack vectors in 5G wireless networks. In this article, we primarily focus
on data confidentiality service using lightweight cryptographic methods.
2.2

Data Confidentiality

Data Confidentiality refers to the protection of contents of messages from adversaries and only
authorized parties can access the contents. The data transmitted over a communication channel
(e.g., public Internet) should not be intercepted by adversaries, and even if the data are captured
the adversary should not recognize or decode the information or reconstruct the encoded contents.
The most reliable method to ensure confidentiality (also privacy) is by encrypting the transmitted
message (from plain text to cipher text) that is on the wire and the cipher scheme should be strong
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enough that the attackers in the middle cannot do decryption within reasonable time and with
practical computing resources at his/her disposal. The captured traffic data can be analyzed for
patterns that will lead to insights, breach of privacy, and leaked intelligence, e.g., sensitive info,
such as the sender’s/receiver’s location. Given the vast application landscape of 5G and IoT technologies, it is a daunting task to protect the privacy and confidentiality of billions of users’ data
(e.g., vehicle route, health monitor). Cryptographic mechanisms can be applied based on the context and are broadly classified as Asymmetric/Symmetric, Stream/Block ciphers, and they employ
public/private keys to protect the data on the encrypted channel between the communicating parties. The legacy methods in cryptographic algorithms are designed assuming that the intercepting
adversaries do not possess resources as sophisticated as the parties involved in communication.
But the modern attackers and cybersecurity hackers’ eco-systems have much more sophisticated
tools and resources to break even advanced security schemes. So, the responsibility is on the network operators for deploying lightweight, trust-worthy, and secure communication channels and
yet meet the QoS (Quality of Service) guarantee to the subscribers.
2.3

SDN for Multimedia Applications in 5G/IoT/Edge Networks

In Reference [10] the authors proposed a 5G wireless architecture for handover/signaling process, securing and utilizing the end-user identities for authentication. They further discussed the
differences in 4G and 5G trust models, security schemes for D2D (Device-to-Device) communication and Heterogenous Networks in 5G. Generally, it might be thought that the full encryption
of compressed video is required to protect the contents, but full encryption is often unnecessary,
as Selective Encryption (SE) [11] reduces computation overhead while obscuring the video content. A novel SDN-based security coding scheme is presented in Reference [12] and the devices
in the network path encode the packet streams that pass through. The controller monitors and
manages the network, including the authentication of member devices that can participate in the
coding scheme. The disadvantage is the accumulated encoding delay accrued when the packets
have to traverse through multiple nodes. Ongaro et al., [13] present an SDN-based QoS management solution for real-time multimedia applications. The authors of Reference [14] introduce
an SDN orchestration and control platform for multimedia distribution applications in 5G networks and the scope of their investigation is limited to QoS. Pencheng Liu et al. [15] presented
a solution both in hardware FPGA embedded in OpenFlow switch and in software a lightweight
PRESENT cipher scheme for securing multimedia streaming applications in SDN networks. Noura
et al. [16] proposed a security scheme for authenticating multimedia contents, employing a dynamic key-dependent stream cipher. They claimed that their dynamic-key scheme is immune to
existing cryptanalysis techniques and attacks, that traditionally break static cipher schemes. Reference [17] presents the Service Virtualization Platform (SVP) architecture enabling SDNFV for
delivering QoS to multimedia services in 5G platform and presented case studies in 3D multimedia. In Reference [18] the authors propose an SDN framework for videoconferencing applications
in multi-domain cloud networks. In Reference [19], the authors tackle the multimedia authentication problem in 5G networks, with a general trust authentication framework using a novel
scheme called “Trusted Content Representation (TCR)” for content protection and it is adaptable
for both higher and lower layer protocol semantics. The authors of Reference [20] proposed a
flexible design for “IoT MultiMedia (IoTMM)” applications and discussed data sharing, multimedia content classification at various levels (e.g., IoTMM device level, IoTMM-to-cloud, IoTMM-toMEC-to-Cloud). Reference [21] presented a novel authentication in an SDN controlled 5G small
cell network. As the subscriber’s UE roams between the small cells, their scheme transfers the security credentials in a special manifest called “weighted secure-context-information (SCI).” Their
design is claimed to be efficient in the 5G mobile network in terms of handover-delay between
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cells and they utilized queuing theory simulations to demonstrate their solution. Reference [22]
proposed a lightweight cryptography scheme “elliptic curve signcryption” for Video surveillance
network application, deploying small footprint protection mechanisms on camera devices and encrypting video streams for secure multi-camera/monitor network. In Reference [23], a “Chunk-Size
Aware SDN-assisted DASH system (CSASDN)” is presented to deliver QoE in a high traffic public
WAN. Shuai Zhao et al. [26] discussed a “Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP (DASH)” in the
context of “Application-Aware Network (AAN)” and proposed the SDN-driven model for delivering QoE metrics, optimizing the network path costs, dynamically selecting the encoding schemes
to offer efficient streaming services in cloud networks. The 5G-MEDIA research [27] proposed
an approach integrating the NFV for “Function-As-A-Service (FaaS)” with the emerging serverless
computing paradigm in the cloud service model. This project further provided the API/SDK for developing new multimedia applications and service platforms in the 5G networks. In Reference [41],
authors proposed a dynamic resource provisioning algorithm for VNFs in Edge network, adapting
to dynamically changing network volumes.
2.4

Lightweight Security for 5G/IoT Systems

To enable secure multimedia transmission over the public channels, we need to encrypt the multimedia data before transmitting it on the communication channel. The QoE parameters and security
level vary with application classes. For example,
Video conferencing, telemedicine, surveillance applications: Need a high level of security and encryption effort. It can be achieved by employing transformation to every bit or byte in the code
stream.
Digital TV broadcast applications: Security level and encryption effort are low such that the
content must not be consumable by illegal users. It can be achieved by transparent encryption
through which high quality of version has to be hidden and a preview image or video can be
decodable even if the key is unavailable.
Pay-per-View, video-on-demand applications: Security level and encryption effort need not be
high, need sufficient encryption, and about 10% of encryption effort is sufficient so the hardware
and software effort is minimized to make the set-top unit cheap. The encrypted image or video
content must not be perceptible.
In summary, the key requirements from a multimedia application encryption scheme are:
• playback quality should not be degraded (i.e., continuous playback is essential).
• end-to-end security on communication channel (i.e., streaming server to client app).
• footprint scalable and lightweight (deployable from workstations to switches to small devices).
• offset in the video stream (i.e., to fast-forward or rewind content without degradation).
The lightweight ciphers were introduced to fulfill the requirements for security computations in
resource-constrained devices [28]. The cryptographic research community has been advancing
this field and contributed a series of lightweight crypto designs, some of which are discussed in Reference [29], However, only a few have been used in practice and standardized by the ISO and IEC.
In general, the symmetric cryptographic scheme is widely deployed, as the design is simple, with
low computation, space, and memory complexity comparing to asymmetric methods. Recently,
considerable research is advancing to improvise the block ciphers, AES lighter and installable on
tiny-small form factor/power devices. The advantages of block cipher designs for streaming multimedia applications are: (i) Real-time delivery has stringent delay constraints—simple block operations provide the fastest encryption. (ii) As the video streams are bursty traffic, the variability
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Fig. 5. Proposed STREK 5G network security architecture.

of block size helps in the synchronization of buffers. The “Substitution and permutation and Feistel networks (SPN)” proposed in Reference [30] are built with various functional blocks applied
on plain text, looping in multiple rounds to form a network. Feistel network is built by applying
invertible functions on plain text inputs for multiple iterations, using different key in each round.
I-PRESENT [32] utilized the PRESENT cipher in its solution and presented the feasibility of the
combination of SDN & PRESENT for video applications. PRESENT cipher was a significant breakthrough in lightweight cryptography, combining the salient functions of AES+DES. The plain data
will iterate through the sequence of functions S-box, P-layer, and Add-round key to result in cipherdata. The completely wired diffusion characteristic is perfect for space-optimal implementation in
hardware. Rectangle [33] is a lightweight cipher that used a slicing design to build an high-speed
cipher and implemented in a resource-constrained system for high-performance applications. The
architecture is derived from AES but has achieved a smaller size by replacing the matrix multiplication with bit permutations and resistant to attack until 18 rounds. KLEIN [37] proposed a block
cipher that combines the AES Mix Column operations with 4-bit S-boxes and Substitution Permutation Network (64-bit blocks) for the encrypting scheme. ESPRESSO [35] is another lightweight
stream cipher, proposed recently for 5G architecture and claims the lowest overhead and best QoS.
Apart from the block and stream ciphers discussed above, we have focused on Rectangle cipher
for its simple implementation and its similarity in structure with AES.
3 PROPOSED SDN-TREK FRAMEWORK
We present the architecture design and details of the major components of our framework.
3.1 Framework Composition
Figure 5 illustrates the proposed STREK architecture in a typical edge deployment. An SDNFVdriven framework is designed for 5G and MIoT applications, with open standards so that any
application or network can be integrated into this model.
• Application Plane: Applications are deployed to monitor and drive dynamic traffic shaping
and security access control policies. The parameters are passed through the northbound
API.
• Control Plane: Key management and creates a time-expiring key where the key expires after
a certain time interval. This central system consists of these key functionalities:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•

MEC Services (MEC): to manage multiple access protocols and mobile services.
Session Manager (SM): to enforce policies and control session of subscribers.
Key management: distribution, lease, recall, revoking of keys with devices.
Unified Data Management (UDM): to manage subscriber’s profile, logs in the 5G core.
Event scheduler.
Device database: VNFs run to discover devices and maintain a table with profiles.
Policy Resolver (PR): to translate the runtime parameters from applications to OpenFlow rules.
Flow management: polling, monitoring, install, scrubber, flow tables on the switches.
Cross-domain control: interface to other controllers in multi-clouds
Dataplane: These are switches that have the capability of performing lightweight crypto
operations. The TREK cipher can be deployed as an FPGA module or hardware circuitry.
Edge Plane: This can be a wireless MEC controller, Access Point (AP) or 5G Base Stations or IoT Gateway. UE/clients can be connected through multiple access protocols (wireless/wired).
Host Plane: The server needs to run a stateful protocol like Real Time Streaming Protocol
(RTSP) so the SDN controller can use the session ID to issue new keys to the OpenFlow
switches. Stateless protocols like HTTP servers can also be used, but the packets would
have to be modified to include session information that can be interpreted by the OpenFlow
switches so they can identify the beginning of a new session. The server also uses end-toend encryption with TLS.
User Plane: User equipment, mobiles, smart devices, IoT sensors, vehicles, drones, and so
on. These are the endpoints or clients or subscribers that consume the data stream. These
clients are capable of performing end-to-end encrypted communication protocols like TLS.

3.2 SDN Architecture
The reference specification [9] for SDN architecture had defined the roles and abstractions of
control/dataplane layers, with OpenFlow as the de facto control channel communication protocol.
The key improvements that we have contributed to the classic SDN architecture and the Open
source stock OvS SDN software stack are summarized here.
Control Plane: The controller extensions are designed using the Vendor actions message type,
as specified in the Openflow protocol. This is a multi-threaded software package that consists of
modules to handle the service upcalls from the southbound channel and northbound API from
applications. It processes the in-band OpenFlow protocol and topology discovery/management
messages and out-of-band alerts of malicious or suspicious flows. The STREK coordination and
Unified STREK API exposes a northbound interface to services and applications.
Dataplane: This is where packets/flows carrying data over the networking/application protocols are exchanged in the interconnected network. The key elements are OpenFlow switches, specialized appliances/middleboxes, Ethernet L2/L3 switches, and routers, 5G/4G Base stations/APs,
MEC Gateways (e.g., IoT, Wi-Fi). In STREK-enabled network, we will upgrade the appropriate devices with STREK dataplane stack to integrate our solution framework for the applications. The
flow-table format is extended to include STREK and Handover keys (both per-flow and session),
session-based timer (keys expire after the lease period), and TREK security flag (enabled or disabled
by controller/application through a flow-rule update).
We have extended upon the stock “Open Virtual Network (OVN)” technology source base and
created our customized SDNFV stack, ported and tuning done to interface with ETSI-compliant
MEC 5G services software pieces. We have implemented modifications to the Open vSwitch (OvS)
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Fig. 6. Application-aware SDN architecture.

dataplane in IoT/MEC gateway routers or core switches and enhanced the controller, and together
they form the SDN stack of STREK enabled network. Figure 6 shows our novel application-aware
SDN stack (designed as part of our prior paper [24]) and the full path of a network packet until it
reaches the controller.
The switch stack has two internal layers: One phase of functions run in the KERNEL space, and
the second phase runs in the USER space. The red arrows (Steps 6–8) show the detoured workflow
of the packets through the stateful application-processing components of the dataplane (switch).
In our modified SDN stack, the controller installs the application-logic into dataplane, the switch
changes the original table-miss rules and substitutes with goto application-pipeline instead of goto
controller. During runtime, if a new flow arrives at a switch, the switch will generate a PACKET-IN
message for the first packet of the flow. The controller will add stateful table entries to the switches
according to the application logic. The application can set up new policies through the controller,
which will install a new flow rule (e.g., “dst_ip = x, tcp, dport = 80: fw, qoe, trek, install”) on the
switch, which will then update the flow table with an entry in the “action” field of the match rule.
The STREK framework is realized with this application-aware SDN stack at the core and provides a
development environment that includes SDK, Switch Abstract Interface (SAI), application library,
packages to program application-specific VNFs, and interface to customize the service-chaining
in SDN-enabled MIoT/Edge networks.
3.3 Operational Overview
The multi-domain SDN-TREK cloud framework we deployed is illustrated in Figure 7. The TREK
scheme is realized within the OpenFlow pipeline through the Security-enhanced match-action operations. With the SDN flow-based network routing, the flow tables on switches (right from the
source to destination) and all the intermediate routing switches that participate in the Openflow
control protocol can be configured to apply specific policies on all the packets of any particular
flow. This configuration can be programmed in the applications through the SDN controller API
and enforced autonomically by the controller on all the switches in the cloud and private networks.
In the context of secure communication channel for end-to-end data confidentiality service, the
TREK-enabled cryptographic application deployed in the SDN Openflow compliant switches/APs
will encrypt/decrypt using the associated scheme and key for the matching flows. The network
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Fig. 7. STREK—SDN enabled TREK framework for multi-domain 5G/MEC/Cloud network.

Fig. 8. STREK crypto key distribution protocol.

protocol metadata headers are not encrypted/decrypted, so the traffic engineering and network
routing functions are not modified; they work as per the open standards of the SDN operations.
In the crypto-based scheme, the keys generation, distribution and management functions are very
critical and so, they cannot be compromised. Also, the scheme has to make sure the switches and
devices in the SDN-TREK network are all authenticated/attested at the time of joining the network.
To ensure that the switches do not turn rogue at runtime or taken over by adversaries, the keys for
the sessions are generated by the secure Controller with lease periods, refreshed periodically, also
with random identity authentication scan (challenge/response technique to maintain the integrity
of the network. The multimedia application servers, proxy services, multicasting devices, and the
client end-points are authenticated at the time of joining the network and during active sessions.
The clock synchronization and caching functions across the global SDN network, including the
cloud-based controllers, and forwarding devices across the dataplane are managed by the central
STREK controller.
Figure 8 shows how the TREK keys are securely distributed in the SDN network. We leverage on
the OpenFlow standard SSL/TLS and Kerberos protocol for control channel security and across the
multi-domain SDN Cloud network. We employed different protocols during the life-cycle of STREK
sessions: (1) For Full Authentication with the home network and Initial STREK key distribution;
(2) For Handover/Roaming Authentication with the service/roaming network.
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Fig. 9. HTTP session sequence diagram in STREK.

Initial Full Authentication: The TLS protocol, X.509 certificates, and Public-KeyInfrastructure cryptosystem were used to provide authentication, encryption, integrity, and nonrepudiation using public and private key cryptography and digital certificates; It is designed to
secure the two crucial phases - 1. Initial Full Authentication and 2. the STREK session key distribution. It also secures the control messages of the OpenFlow protocol between the Security
Controller and the switches on the data plane. The TLS protocol through full encryption provides
resistance from eavesdropping and data tampering.
Roaming Authentication: The Kerberos protocol provides a distributed authentication service for verifying principal identity over non-secure lines. On the communication channel, it
sends a hash-of-user-password and timestamp and verifies at end-points by using the passwords
as keys for encryption/decryption. The general assumption is that the end-point systems have
time-synchronization with common network time services and the Kerberos ticket (short-lived
session access permission) will be valid for user authentication.
As the Kerberos has a single sign-on authentication model, the users are expected to log in one
time to access authentication services. Kerberos provides the cross-realm authentication, and this
provides a benefit for the User/UE to simultaneously authenticate for a cluster of servers distributed across multiple domains/cells in each cell/roaming network. The SDN controller will host
the key and ticket managing services. Kerberos communication is generally resistant to eavesdrop/replay attacks.
The block diagram and sequence diagram (Figure 9) explain the life cycle of a packet entering
the SDN-TREK network from the application and leaving the network to reach another end-point.
The steps in the workflow are:
1. The packets arrive through one of the ports on the switch and the application reads the
session information to determine whether that packet is a part of an existing session or a
new session.
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2. If the packet is a part of a new session, then the switch sends the packet (or just the header
of the packet for low latency applications) to the SDN controller. The controller analyzes
the packet and finds out the destination(s) of the packets (there can be multiple destinations
in case of a multicast stream). Depending on the type of application that the packet belongs
to, the controller decides which type of encryption scheme is to be used by the OpenFlow
switch.
(a) For example, if the packet is of an application that requires low latency (e.g., gaming
stream), then it instructs the switch to use an encryption scheme like TREK, which is
a low-latency scheme.
(b) Otherwise, if the packet is part of an application that requires high bandwidth and can
handle reasonable latency (like an FTP application), then the controller instructs the
switch to use an encryption scheme like AES, which is a more complex encryption
scheme (and hence slightly increases latency).
(c) The controller creates a time-expiring key with the lease-period and installs the flow
rules to the sending and receiving switches. The sending and receiving switches then
update the match-action rule in their flow-tables, which store the key corresponding
to a particular session.
3. If the incoming packet is of an existing session, the switches would already have the key
stored in their table and hence would not have to contact the SDN controller. Therefore,
the latency is considerably reduced.
Figure 9 shows the sequence diagram of how STREK establishes the end-to-end secure channel
for HTTP communication and Media Streaming services across a public insecure cloud network.
We leverage Open Standards-based OpenSSL/TLS (Secure Sockets Layer/Transport Layer Security) for the local network (Edge LAN) and the highly secure TREK secure protocol for media
data transmission. The management/control channel between the SDN controller-switches will
be based on the standard OpenFlow security protocols. We illustrate how the packets flow in this
SDN-TREK cloud network, end-to-end packet exchanges for accessing a VIDEO streaming service
over the HTTP protocol. First, the client(s) request a particular data stream and then the server
replies to that request.
3.4

TREK CIPHER–based Security

TREK cipher is a lightweight cipher with an 80-bits key and 64-bits block size. The cipher is designed with 20-rounds Substitution and Permutation Network (SPN). We have used involutive Sbox,
which reduces hardware size while implementing both the functions (encryption/decryption).
Here the bit permutation is replaced by block shuffling, which provides better diffusion. It gives a
better performance in hardware in terms of throughput. It can be implemented in low-cost hardware. Key whitening is used, where the input plaintext is XORed with an input key before the
SPN.
From the experience of our previous work [3], we began the design of TREK cipher combining the advantages of involutive Sbox [38], reduced hardware, block shuffling, and an improved
diffusion. The use of a round constant in key expansion provides security against self-similarity
attacks. It is proposed to have better performance and smaller hardware than Rectangle cipher
and Klein cipher. TREK is designed with dynamic lease-based session keys and hence resistant not
only against self-similarity and brute force static attacks but also immune to sophisticated adversarial attacks. The workflow and stages of the TREK Encryption process are shown in the block
diagram Figure 10.
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Fig. 10. Overview of TREK encryption process.

3.5 SDN-enabled 5G Authentication Handover
Ensuring service mobility is an important feature where optimal end-to-end session connectivity needs to be maintained for the entire course of the service usage. In the context of modern
interconnected world, a phone or IoT device or smart vehicle move from home network to another service network (frequently changing the anchor points such as edge server or base station
or AP) the MEC/5G service provider should ensure the QoE, and it is more challenging for lowlatency applications. The handover/handoff is a phase in cellular communication where user sessions are transferred from one cell to another without service disruption. 5G specifications promise
Ultra-Low Latency Reliable Communications (ULLRC). 5G Handover authentication should help
users to securely roam across different small-cells/macro-cells. However, the complexity of the
handover algorithm results in greater overall communication and computational overheads and
hence this is a heavily researched practical problem in the 5G space. Existing classic handover
authentication scheme faces challenges in robustness, un-traceability, computational, and communication overheads. These schemes always need to access the core/home network to facilitate
handover. Hence, new lightweight solutions that facilitate graceful and un-interrupted handover
experience (sessions managed locally at the remote/roaming cell station with lower latency) are a
necessity.
Our novel inter-domain handover scheme (Figure 11) uses a prediction-based multicast method
to install/update the keys on the Access Points (APs) neighborhood cells. The group of small-cells
(Base stations /Access Points/Edge nodes) are configured from the home network itself, before even
the mobility into other service networks takes place. This approach offers seamless session transition and uninterrupted transmission when the roaming begins for real-time multimedia application. The UEs require core network access only once for initial user registration/authentication
and no changes in existing hardware infrastructure. The algorithm and the design parameters are
described in Figure 12. The STREK establishes a TREK session-key and a handover-key (H-key);
these unique session credentials are updated in the flow-rule, to be installed on the STREK switch
at the entry point into the home network. This H-key is generated one time for a session and is a
unique fingerprint comprising one/all of these attributes—subscriber home network USIM, MAC
address of the UE, nonce, any protocol option field.
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Fig. 11. SDN-enabled secure handover scheme for 5G Mobility.

Fig. 12. Algorithm of the fast authentication scheme for 5G handover.
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Fig. 13. STREK-enabled multimedia network slicing.

At the session setup time, for multicast streaming applications a multi-cast IP address/subnet is
established at the network layer (e.g., IP multicast or broadcast) for the streaming server and it’s
clients. Based on the historical analysis of geolocations traversed by the UEs, we leverage on forecasting techniques to predict the routing path, establish a multicast-group consisting of the cells in
the vicinity of the home cell, and multicast this H-key to the base stations or Access points or gateways or STREK/Openflow compliant standard switches. This phase prepares the entire 5G macrocell (i.e., cluster of small cells) with the necessary credentials at the handover phase when the UE
roams during the active session. Though this technique consumes extra space in the flow-tables
of the cells and also adds some key sharing traffic across the large 5G network, the advantages
of session continuity and seamless transition experience during live real-time multimedia session
outweigh the additional overhead and resources. This H-key is applicable only to those UEs that
have originated from/to a STREK networks and it is an optional feature. The other non-STREK UEs
follow full authentication protocol in 5G handover and are independent of STREK session control.
A suitable tunable parameter/active-lease period is provided for this handover/session-failover
feature and during this period the mobility of the UEs is handled by this STREK cross-domain/cell
authentication scheme automatically, without the intervention of the users or the interruption in
the user service/experience.
3.6

Network Slicing

Slicing is a key enabling technology for 5G infrastructure in the network virtualization paradigm,
similar to the SDN and NFV architectures. The SDNFV model offers an interface/API to program
the network, slice and dice according to the requirements of co-existing applications and connected
users to the services. A 5G network slice is a partition of a sub-network, with a bunch of user
equipment (UE), applications, services, and physical switching systems configured with policies
to meet the demands of that slice with best efforts. These parameters can be dynamically updated
according to the traffic conditions and administrative policies of the physical infrastructure. We
designed a network-slicing architecture for multimedia applications in the SDN control plane that
analyze the flows, including the loads on the cells and real-time streaming (e.g., video buffering or
freezing), and QoE parameters in each virtual network slice.
Figure 13 illustrates the enablement of network slicing feature by STREK in the context of MEC.
The applications actuate appropriate tuning in the agent VNFs running in the dataplane switches
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and modify the action fields for the matching flows (e.g., adjust content quality via transcoding),
thereby improving network efficiency. MEC platform mechanisms capture the congestion/channel
quality events and send triggers to the optimizer module, which then fine-tune the streaming
servers. The following are the key features:
• Video optimization application, being aware of the radio conditions in the cell.
• MEC applications co-hosted in base-stations(RAN), collaborating with multimedia content
servers.
• Proximity of MEC Applications at the Edge.
The hardware-accelerated programmable dataplane is designed with feedback mechanism from
network to applications, for dynamic fine-tuning of session settings. The runtime control is exposed to applications through the REST API for selecting policies on traffic that pass through the
STREK switches. We implemented a Multi-Queue arbitration function to slice and manage multiple
low latency communication channels for real-time streaming applications.
4

IMPLEMENTATION

SDN-TREK framework is designed with open standards. We choose to implement in software with
diverse code-base, API, and also as a NetFPGA hardware switching system. We demonstrate some
exemplary applications for content-aware server selection, load-balancing, network-slicing, Encrypt/Decrypt, NAT, GTP/4G-LTE Tunneling services in the SDN-TREK framework. The implementation scenarios have the choice of deploying software/hardware OVS-stack or both, and we
have packaged SDK for this framework. In STREK framework stack, to expose a unified API to
controller applications, we have designed the Unified STREK Access Interface (USAI) as a kernel
device driver/module that can be installed on a controller-machine or Whitebox switch or Edge
server.
4.1

SDN-TREK in Software

We adopted the Open vSwitch (OvS) from the opensource. The key functionalities such as: Session key distribution, management and TREK cipher functions are deployed in the OvS switch
pipeline as match-action flow rules. The SDN architecture is built with customized Open vSwitch
as the dataplane in 5G base-station/AP, IoT gateway, and an augmented controller package and
5G Crypto/QoE applications.
4.2 SDN-TREK in Hardware
We choose the ONetCard acceleration, NetFPGA-1G platform to develop the SDN-TREK framework. The switching system supports multi-network ports, low-power CPU, and high-speed memory for TCAM OpenFlow 1.5x flow table and TREK cipher keys storage. Figure 14 illustrates the
switch pipeline and the extensible architecture to dynamically load application modules/VNFs. The
QoE applications and the TREK crypto algorithms are deployed in switch OF pipeline as NFs/Apps.
5

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

We evaluated the SDN-TREK framework in representative practical multimedia use-cases and scenarios. The testbed is set up with the following major components:
SDN Stack: Ubuntu 16.04, custom OpenvSwitch (Modified OvS 2.8.x, Openflow1.7.x), RYU controller
Networking: Wi-Fi-enabled IoT devices, Mininet-WiFi to emulate IoT nodes, TinyCore Linux
3.16.6 for emulating a Thing (IoT), Edge Switches run OVS and MEC/IoT Gateway run the full
MEC/SDN stack.
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Fig. 14. Hardware processing pipeline in TREK switch system.
Table 1. Performance of HTTP Media Streaming

MEC platform: OpenAirInterface (OAI) [31] a real-time 5G, LTE simulator package, Intel Linux
workstations run the MEC platform and component services for the access network.
Crypto mechanisms: OpenSSL, Crypto++ and PBC libraries.
5.1

Software Stack

The TREK cipher and other security functions are deployed as VNFs in the SDN dataplane switch
as part of the OpenFlow match-action flow tables. The encryption/decryption functions are thus
made available to packets/flows passing through the SDN switch or AP gateway or on the Edge
Node. Testbench system: Processor: Intel i7-6700HQ, OS: Ubuntu 18.04.3 LTS (64 bit).
The observations from the Table 1 (HTTP end-to-end streaming performance) and Table 2
(Encryption system efficiency), reveal the following for the TREK scheme: (a) Cipher(Encrypt/
Decrypt) speed is faster, (b) startup delay smaller, (c) lower communication channel latencies, and
(d) total bandwidth usage is less than peak value, even with congestions during a streaming session. The Congestion happens due to communication channel flooding. When the demands are
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Table 2. Performance Comparison of Encryption System

Table 3. Performance in TREK Hardware

greater than the available network bandwidth, violations occur. Any increase in congestions ≈1 is
normal and values >1 represent network overloading.
5.2 Microbenchmark with TREK Hardware
For comparative analysis, we implemented the Rectangle cipher and its variant, Klein cipher, and
our proposed TREK cipher in Verilog HDL, ModelSim and the synthesis was done on Xilinx Plan
Ahead platform. In real-life deployment, the encryption/decryption circuitry can be built into the
SDN switch/Access Point gateway or on the Edge Node.
Synthesis Report: The entire FPGA implementation process, design of RTL sources, synthesized netlists, resource utilization, interconnect delay, and routing connectivity are analyzed for
improving the layout, floor plan of the circuitry. The ciphers are simulated with random bitstreams
as block and key bits.
Table 3 shows the comparison of the parameters from the Xilinx testbench report after synthesis.
The smaller values of “maximum combinational path delay and total real-time to XST completion”
implies that the encryption process is faster in hardware.
Real-time to XST: time taken by the platform to run through the critical path.
Memory usage: memory used by the platform for the synthesis.
The reduced slice percentage proves that the cipher will have smaller hardware. The memory
usage is also comparatively less. The Gate Equivalence (GE) measured equal to two-input NAND
gates provides an estimate of the area required to implement the logic in hardware. Most lowpower devices use only 10,000 GEs for the entire design and to secure these designs, cipher GEs
are expected to be less than 2,000. There are standard encryption standards (AES) with 2,400–
3,500 GEs and other lightweight ciphers with less than 2,000 GEs, but mostly they come with
higher propagation delays and lower resistance to attacks. Based on our estimated GE, we have
reduced 14% GE area with the TREK cipher when compared to another look-up-table and S-boxbased cipher PRESENT [32]. It is evident from these results that the TREK cipher outperforms
other popular lightweight ciphers in hardware performance.
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Table 4. Correlation Coefficient

DIRECTION
Horizontal
Vertical
Diagonal

5.3

PLAIN IMAGE
0.9915
0.9811
0.9836

ENCRYPT IMAGE
0.0509
0.0427
0.0389

Security Analysis

The security analysis in the context of case studies relevant to our communication channel and
capabilities in the 5G/IoT environment are summarized here.
Statistical analysis: The correlation calculation of pixels in the vicinity (horizontal, vertical,
and diagonal axis) is done as follows:
Cov (X , Y )
ΓX Y = 
D(X )D (Y )
Cov (X , Y ) =

N
1 
(X i − E (X )(Yi − E (Y ))
N i=1

Where Cov (X , Y ) covariance of X and Y , D (X ) variance of X , D (Y ) of Y , and (X , Y ) denote grayscale values of two adjacent pixels in the input data. The following discrete formulas:
E (X ) =

D(Y ) =

N
1 
Xi
N i=1

N
1 
((X i − E (X )) 2
N i=1

Linear Cryptanalysis: For us to perform differential and linear cryptanalysis, one must first
calculate the linear characteristic over the Sbox S (x ). From Reference [33], we can conclude that the
maximum probability of any output differential is up to 4/16 = 2−2 . The well-known equation for
the correlation of the linear characteristic of S (x ) is q = (2p−1)2 (here we note p is the probability),
one can easily determine that any linear correlation over S (x ) has at most (2 ∗ 4/16−1)2 = 2−2 .
Differential Attack Analysis: To prove the efficiency of TREK resisting cryptanalysis, we
adopted the Sbox method (see Reference [36] for more details). In what follows, we denote P as the
probability of a differential trial and N as the block length of cipher bits. The approach claims that it
required P −1 < 2N attacks to recover keys and for TREK cipher to resist differential cryptanalysis,
na < 2−N . Since TREK uses the same Sbox as KLEIN, we can
active S-boxes are bounded by Pmax
apply the same Theorem as in Reference [33]. The theorem in this article states that any fourround differential characteristic of KLEIN has a minimum of 15 active Sbox. Since we have already
shown that the max differential TREK is given by 2−2 , for TREK it is (2−2 )na < 2−64 ”. Thus, the cipher
must reach minimum na = 32 S-box for differential trials. The TREK algorithm has a minimum of
20 rounds thus, a probability for 20-rounds trial is therefore bound to (2−2 )20 × 15/4 = 2−150 . Thus, we
can conclude that the keys cannot be recovered as 2150 > 264 (i.e., the required number of chosen
plaintexts exceeds the plaintext space).
From Table 4, it is observed that the correlations are much smaller in all axes for the encrypted
image compared to the plain one. Figure 15 plots in two graphs on horizontal axes, the pixel correlations of (a) plain image and (b) encrypted image, to confirm that the plain image shows higher
correlation than the image that passed through our TREK cipher encryption. So, we conclude that
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Fig. 15. Pixel correlation comparison.

Fig. 16. Throughput performance with network slicing.

by statistical analysis the MITM attack/adversary will not elucidate the contents of the encrypted
data through visual analysis or any exploits.
5.4 Demonstration of Network Slicing for QoE
We set up the slicing setup given in Figure 13 (Section 3.6), to demonstrate the realization of
QoS features and an optimal resource utilization at runtime due to the dynamic policy enforcement application. We present two use-cases with a multimedia server streaming to its registered
UEs on the SDN-controlled communication channel. Two slices were created consisting of one
mobile user/User Equipment each. The fraction of RAN switching throughput per slice is determined by the respective policy. Both the slices demand different latency requirements, with MEC
slice committed to serving the end-users with under-millisecond latencies to connect to the edge
caching/proxy node and the Cloud slice can tolerate higher latencies to connect to the cloud main
data center.
5.4.1 RAN Bandwidth Allocation. In this experiment, we deployed a slice policy enforcement
algorithm for multiple RAN bandwidth allocation. Refer to the architecture diagram in Figure 13;
we implemented a low-latency MEC program on the STREK control plane via the API. We created
two slices and measured the switch bandwidth utilization, i.e., Plotting the throughput numbers
(Figure 18) for normal setup (i.e., without network slicing enabled) coordinated setup (i.e., with
STREK Network slicing enabled). From the results shown in Figure 16, we make the following
inferences:
In Co-ordinated Network Slicing STREK enables dynamic shaping through the dataplane applications, and bandwidth policy changes are autonomically enforced.
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Table 5. TCP throughput

Table 6. Handover performance

• The application monitors the utilization and enforces one policy change at time=15 s, to
deliver two slices: (1) Best-fitting Cloud Slice; (2) Mbps, low-latency MEC Slice: 20 Mbps.
• Low-Latency Slice gets the data from the local MEC server (Green block arrow) and the
Best-Effort Slice gets the data from the cloud data center origin server (Red block arrow).
In normal Uncoordinated Slicing, the bandwidth policy changes are manually enforced, and utilization is sub-optimal due to lack of feedback parameters dynamically from the RAN side (eNB)
to Core Network. With STREK network-slicing scenario, due to co-ordination and runtime feedback from the RAN to CN and subsequent dynamic adjustments done by the SDN stack on the
streaming-server side, we achieved the desired QoE results, i.e., different allocation based on priority and throughput requirements.
5.4.2 Variable Streaming Bitrate. We set up a MEC testbed, implemented a Dynamic Adaptive
Streaming over HTTP (DASH) application in the STREK framework and appended a field in the
switch flow table for tracking the “Radio channel quality indicator (RCQI)” combined with the cell
congestion level to adapt the streaming quality, for each session flow to the end-user device/UE.
When the UEs access the video stream, the STREK provides the following functions: (i) discovers an optimal network port/path to the least-loaded application server; (ii) sends HTTP redirect
messages to that matched application client/server (e.g., Source/Destination-IP); (iii) fine-tunes the
speed/bandwidth allocation in the flow-table policy for that flow, matching the predicted throughput of the client; and (iv) monitors the requirements of the UE sessions and load balances based on
global view of stats from the dataplane. In Table 5, the CQI is mapped to maximum TCP throughput numbers, which proves that the variable streaming bitrates can be delivered by monitoring
the flows on the network dataplane and establishing a discrete map between RCQI and switch
bandwidth.
5.5 Fast Handover Authentication Scheme Analysis
The proposed STREK architecture is simulated in NS3 with LENA and mm-Wave modules. The
scheme is under investigation and early results are given in Table 6 comparing the standard system
and STREK.
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The handover overheads can be empirically estimated as follows:
1. Computation overhead at controller for UE trajectory prediction;
2. Communication channel overhead at the controller for executing the HK multicast algorithm (packet exchange between the controller to home switch and the group of switches
in the roaming trajectory, predicted);
Total overhead, D = d1 + d2 + d3 + · · · · · · + dn. where dn is the cost of forwarding the
packets to the nth switch.
3. Storage overhead at controllers, switches (extra space for additional flow rules in the flow
table, action matching to the incoming UE);
Total Overhead due to flow-table entries,
∝(FE) = {∝(FE1 ) + ∝(FE2 ) + ∝(FE3 ) + · · · + ∝(FEm )}
where ∝(FEm ) is the overhead due to m th flow entry
4. Redundant overhead at the unused edge switches/base stations in the UE trajectory that
received HK but could not serve the UE as it took a different path.
5.6

Attacks Simulation and Analysis

In this section, we present experiments that prove the resistance of STREK against malicious attacks such as replay attacks, Man-In-The-Middle (M-I-T-M) attacks, jamming/unknown attacks.
5.6.1 Resistance against Replay and MITM Attacks. The Replay attackers intercept the messages, hold, and retransmit them on the same communication channel. We employ the Kerberos
authentication protocol, which ensures a One-time Secure key(OSK) and timestamp for each session
and refreshed after the expiry of a timer. Refer to Figure 8 for the design. The three-way handshake
protocol is performed for the initial sharing of a One-time Secure key(OSK) between the Controller
and the participating nodes (e.g., 2 base stations and controller). Whenever a new session becomes
active for data transfer, the nodes can validate the session with nonce-challenge messages and the
probability of the same nonce generation is nil during the initialization of different sessions. Hence,
we can claim that our authentication scheme will resist replay attacks. The M-I-T-M attackers tap
the communication channel and tamper/corrupt the data going to the victim end-points. With the
proposed TREK scheme, the communication channel is encrypted with OSK, and only the endpoints can decrypt the data. Without OSK and the hash function, the attackers cannot corrupt the
data. During re-authentication, since the roaming UEs do not transmit the clear password, adversarial replay, eavesdropping, tampering, or session hijacking attacks are not possible and thus, the
STREK scheme is proven to be secure against any network-centric attack vectors.
5.6.2 Resistance against Unknown DoS and Jamming Attacks. As the attack vectors are growing,
the newer attacks are not predictable and sometimes called zero-day attacks. We simulate various
attacks such as flooding, jamming, and DoS, with various attack ratios. We compare the unmodified
SDN and STREK framework in an attack simulation and application testbed.
Observations from the simulation results are plotted in three graphs (Figure 17):
• Authentication delay: This indicates the average handover authentication delay when the
attack ratio is increased from 0.1–0.9. SDN defense mechanism has to do additional processing in the attack detection and failure handover authentication. We observe that the
average authentication delay for STREK is about 1/9 of that of the classic SDN scheme.
• Packet Loss Ratio: It is the ratio of total packets sent and lost in the network due to congestion. The experiment shows that the STREK scheme has gradual loss but in standard
configuration, the packet loss ratio spikes up over time.
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Fig. 17. Measurement of network performance.

• Packet transmission rate: This metric shows the ability of a network to transmit packets and
sustain the throughput in the network dataplane during attack detection. The experiments
show that under normal traffic conditions, STREK achieves a Peak rate of 1,000 packets per
time-slot (20 Mbps). When the network is under DDoS attack, STREK sustains the Average
rate of 750 packets per time-slot, but the standard configuration achieves only about 210
packets per time-slot.
• In STREK architecture, the defensive dataplane detects the DoS attacks and the securityVNFs deployed in the SDN stack prevent the application network from saturation.
Thus, in terms of key network performance and resilience metrics such as Authentication delay,
throughput packet rate, and packet loss ratio, the applications that run under the STREK framework can achieve the guaranteed QoE without compromising the security.
6

DISCUSSION

In this section, we articulate some key observations from the experiments, comparisons to the
other solutions, and potential extensions to address the limitations of the SDN/NFV-based solutions in general. In our solution, we have systematically studied, compared, and embraced the
latest advances in designing the SDN-enabled framework for multimedia applications in future
data-centric 5G/wireless networks. The key problems that happen in operations are (1) Dynamic
control, optimization, and user mobility in large-scale networks and (2) Security of communication
channel and authentication of users in low-latency 5G heterogeneous network, and we discussed
how STREK addresses both. Table 7 presents the evaluation strategy and key findings in our experiments. The network performance, microbenchmarks, and computation complexity experiments,
in practical application case studies, showed that the TREK security scheme incurs just reasonable
overhead, outperforms the comparable lightweight ciphers.
7 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Through this work, the key research question we have attempted to address is whether emerging
SDN/NFV paradigms can offer dependable communication channel for modern multimedia applications. We intend to design an offloading-scheme for the low-power devices/UEs on the Edge and
Small cells to offload the expensive security and computational tasks to the trusted Edge Nodes or
Gateway routers in future multi-access edge computing and 5G Hetnets. Towards delivering secure
multimedia application environment in the context of modern networks, the proposed Softwarized
SDN-TREK framework has taken a significant stride to deliver a highly adaptable QoE and secure communication channel for media services in 5G/IoT networks. The key contributions of this
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Table 7. Evaluations Summary and Key Findings

SECTION
5.1 TREK
Software
Stack

ASPECTS
HTTP
end-to-end
streaming
performance

DISCUSSION
With SDN, the controller has a global view of traffic congestion and
switches provide an agile re-mediation, path optimization scheme. We
observe lower communication channel latencies and bandwidth usage
is less than peak value, with intra-net traffic dynamics, jitters and
congestions.
Encryption
Cipher speed is faster, and startup delay smaller. We improved upon the
system
Rectangle cipher, smooth synchronization between sender/receiver,
efficiency
through effective use of block size and reducing rounds and the total
Cipher-Block
number of blocks for the scheme. We see that for larger messages, this
chaining
provides optimal chaining of blocks, slightly reduced performance but
provides better security.
5.2 TREK
combinational The smaller values of “maximum combinational path delay, total
Hardware
path delay
real-time to XST completion, slicing percentage” imply a faster
encryption process.
Gate
Based on our estimated GE, we have a 14% lesser gate equivalent area
Equivalence
with the TREK cipher in comparison with other lightweight ciphers
(GE)
such as PRESENT, RECTANGLE-80, advantages for the low-power
devices.
5.3 Security Pixel
The plain image shows higher correlations than the TREK encrypted
analysis of
correlation
image. So, with the statistical analysis, the MITM attack/adversary will
TREK
co-efficient
not elucidate the contents of the encrypted data, through visual
analysis or any exploits.
Differential
We concluded that the keys cannot be recovered as the number of
Analysis
chosen plaintext exceeds the required space. Other statistical and linear
analyses also validate that our TREK scheme is fully robust and
resistant to any practical MITM attacks in the communication channel
and thus feasible to apply in real-time multimedia and interactive
applications on the public internet.
5.4 Network QoS features
In Co-ordinated Slicing STREK enables dynamic shaping through
and dynamic
dataplane applications and bandwidth changes are autonomically
Slicing for
resource
enforced. In Uncoordinated Slicing, bandwidth policies are manually
QoE
utilization
enforced, utilization is sub-optimal due to lack of feedback from the
RAN to the data network.
Variable
When UEs access multimedia applications in real-time, the STREK will
Streaming
slice and shape the speed/bandwidth allocation in the flow-table with
bitrate and
the predicted throughput of the client and monitor the requirements of
throughput
the UE sessions and load balance based on intelligent traffic flow
analysis in the dataplane.
5.5 Authenti- Handover
The handover overheads are empirically estimated, and early results
cation
overheads in 5G show better performance in terms of signaling and computational
small cells
overhead with STREK compared to 3GPP Classic handover in mm-Wave
simulations.
5.6 Attack
Resistance
For Initial Full authentication at home, the TLS protocol through full
Simulation
against Replay encryption provides resistance from eavesdropping and data tampering.
in STREK
and MITM
For roaming-fast authentication, Kerberos provides the cross-realm
environment attacks
authentication. As the moving mobile UE does not transmit the
password for re-authentication, there is no way for adversarial replay,
eavesdropping, tampering, or session hijacking attacks and thus, the
STREK scheme is proven to be secure against any network-centric
attack vectors.
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research are (1) Demonstration of an SDN architecture and framework for overall dynamic control
and efficient dataplane programmability through API to the Multimedia IoT/5G applications. (2) A
lightweight hybrid cipher scheme for communication channel security and data confidentiality in
digital network environment. (3) Exploiting the NFV service-chain and application-awareness in
dataplane switches for Co-ordinated Slicing to achieve Quality-of-Experience in live multimedia
applications. (4) Fast authentication for handover in low-latency and high mobility scenarios in
emerging 5G wireless networks.
The experiments and results make a convincing case that Cloud/Mobile Network Operators
(MNO), Content Delivery Networks (CDN) and multimedia content service providers can potentially benefit from integrating lightweight hybrid cipher schemes in SDN. Further, the practical
case studies in 4G LTE, IoT, and 5G networks, such as HTTP adaptive streaming, video-slicing applications, and under various attack simulations prove the benefits of SDN. We also address some
key requirements for delay-sensitive real-time multimedia applications and attempt to solve major
challenges such as lightweight authentication and data protection, handover, and mobility in 5G
networks. SDNFV paradigm will greatly transform the existing static nature of the Multi-Access
Edge Computing to emerging network architectures in 5G and beyond.
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